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Genre: The word ‘genre’ comes from the Latin ‘genus’ which means ‘kind’. So to ask what genre a text belongs to is to ask what kind of text it is.  
Utopia: Sir Thomas More, who coined the term, meant it as a pun on both the Greek words ‘no place’ – ‘outopos’ – and ‘good place’ – ‘eutopos’. 
Dystopia:  If ‘utopia’ represents an ideal or dream society, ‘dystopia’ is the word used to refer to an imagined nightmare world which is usually the world of the future. 
Totalitarianism: a political ideology in which all power is placed in the hands of a small minority or an individual. 
 
In a Dystopian story, society itself is typically the antagonist as society is actively working against the protagonist’s aims and desires.  
The worlds depicted are often controlled by a totalitarian or authoritarian government.  
Dystopian fiction often explores issues such as the loss of civil liberties; living under constant surveillance; laws controlling a people’s freedoms and choices; and denial of the right 
to an education. Dystopias are often thought to be ‘cautionary tales’ but are also used to explore the ideas of what is to be human. 
 
Role of Dystopian Literature in the modern day: With the increase of social media, public surveillance, fear over nuclear weaponry and an increased awareness of social issues such 
as racism, greed or poverty, writers have written about the extreme cases of controlling such issues. 
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Major themes in The Giver:  Memory • The 5 senses • Individuality • Choices & Freedoms • Knowledge • Art & Culture • Pain & Joy 
Major Characters in The Giver: Jonas (the protagonist) • Asher • Lily • The Giver • Rosemary • Gabriel • Mother • Father 
Jonas lives in a seemingly perfect community in which there is little pain and little crime. People are polite. Everyone belongs to a supportive family. But this harmony comes at a 
price; there is no choice and real emotions are non-existent. Life is dictated by strict rules. A committee of elders matches spouses and assigns them children born from women 
whose only job is to give birth. The committee names all babies; chooses every person's career; and families are dissolved when the children are grown. Everyone looks similar in 
skin colour and dress. Everything serves a purely practical purpose and the old or sick are "released," which the community believes means sent to live "Elsewhere". 
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Conventions of a Dystopia: 
Propaganda is used to control the citizens of society. • Information, independent thought and freedom are restricted. • A leader/concept is worshipped by the citizens of the 
society. • Citizens have a fear of the outside world. • Citizens live in a dehumanized state. • Citizens conform to uniform expectations. Individuality and dissent are bad because 
personal freedoms are limited. • The society is an illusion of a perfect utopian world. 
 
A Dystopian Protagonist: 
Often feels trapped and is struggling to escape. • Questions the existing social and political systems and attempts to rebel but in a way that is still morally acceptable • Believes or 
feels that something is terribly wrong with the society in which he or she lives. • Lacks the selfish nature of those in charge. 
 
Typical settings of a Dystopia: 
Futuristic, industrial cities • Destroyed natural habitat with little connection to nature • High levels of surveillance • Environments and weather that creates a strong sense of 
oppression or constraint 
“The dystopian writer presents the nightmare future as a possible destination of present society, as if dystopia were no more than a logical conclusion derived from the premises of 
the existing order”. Chris Ferns, Narrating Utopias 
 
“The moral to be drawn from this dangerous nightmare situation is a simple one: Don’t let it happen. It depends on you”. George Orwell, Statement on Nineteen Eighty-Four 
 
“Kindness and good nature unite men more effectually and with greater strength than any agreements whatsoever, since thereby the engagements of men's hearts become 
stronger than the bond and obligation of words.” Thomas More, Utopia 
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